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Abatr-ct
Subsequent
to the announcement
of the Space Exploration
Initiati~’e
(SEI), several studies and review
groups have identified nuclear thermal
propulsion
as a high priority
technology
for development.
To achieve
the goals of SEI to place man on Mars, a nuclear rocket wili operate at
near 2700K and in a hydrogen environment
at near 60 atmospheres.
Under
these conditions,
the operational lifetime of the rocket will be limited
by the corrosion rcte at the hydrogen/fuel
interface.
Consequently,
the
Los Alamos National
Laboratory
has been evaluating
requirements
and
will be able to
design
issues
ftir a test facility.
‘I’he facility
microwave
directly
heat
fuel
samples
by electrical
resistance,
deposition,
or radio frequency
induction heating to temperatures
near
3000K.
Hydrogen
qas at variable pressure
and temperatures
will flow
and
power
density,
through
the
samples.
The thermal
gradients,
operating
times er,visioned for nuclear rockets will be duplicated
as
The post-sample
flow stream will then be scrul~br!d
close as rea!jonable.
and cooled before reprocessing.
The baseline design and timetablt? for
the facility will be discussed,

1.

INTRODUCTION

one of
Spil(:
L’
Lhe key
national
laboratories
involved
in the
Exploration
Initiative
Los Alamos
1s charged
with .~(~vtlncing:;ev(!r.11
Technologies
critical
to the SUCCESS of SE;l. One of t)lusc, nul;’lear
thermal propulsion,
has been identified by the St.aftord Synth(:sis Grou])
as necessary
for safe and cost effective
e:<pl.orat.ionof the Mooi) and
M~rs,
As

-

2.

SEI

NUCLEAR

THERMAL

ROCKET

REQUIREMENTS

increase
The current
development
strategy
is for a modest
performance
requirements
over those in the ROVER/NERVA Program.
manned Mars NTR propulsion requirements are:

[1-3] in
Typical

890 kN
> Soos
4.5 hr
> 2700K
> 60 atm

Thrust, nominal
Specific ImpulSe
Maximum Operation Time
Stagnation Temperature
Stagnation Pressure

Compared witn a chemically propelled system these performance
conditions
for a nuclear rocket will dramatically
reduce the required ship mass in
low earth orbit.

3. ENVIRONMENTAL

COMPLIANCE

IN

TODAY’S

ENVIRONMENT

With today’s requirements
for environmental
compliance
the testing and
characterization
of fuel elements and subassemblies
under non-fissioning
conditions,
much less testing
illll reactor
cores under operational
will be a
conditions,
can be a very daunting
task [4] . Our approach
graded one with a gradual increase on scale and complexity
(Figure 1).
Near term testing capabilities
will include erosion/corrosion
tests on
small samples in open test chambers with optj.cal arcess for optical and
laser diagnostics
with hydrogen
flow heating capability
up to 200Kw.
Intermediate-term
testing
capability
(3-10 years)
will include
the
atility to test full-length
fuel elements with heating capability up to
2 Mw at pressures
greater than 60 atm.
Our assumption
is tha~ the
initial testing of reactor elements will be car:ied out near populated
areas as opposed to full-scale
fission testing, which will invariably
Lake place
in remote areas
such as the Idaho National
Engineering
Laboratory
Some of the techrlical
Jr the Nevada
Nuclear
Test Site.
lsrues of
iull-scale
fission
tests have already
been dlscusscd
in
Reference 4. All testing llllo~gh intermediat,e-term will bc carried out
with depleted
U fuel elements.
Because
of environmental
and safety
requirements
it, will take some time
(up
to
seven
years)
before we can
come up to even the testing capabilities
achieved
in the l,OS Alamuo
ROVE1{

days,

4. TESTING

REQUIREMENTS

The requirements
fcr h~gh Lemperal.llre and pressurr
in the tc,lcl.orCUE(:
(!fforl
over lonq operating
Limps necessitates
a s~gnifl.cdnl. (i(!v(!lopm(’~1
~li fuel elements
in the
near
fuLure
if
program
schedules
dl”c to kJv III(:( ,
‘1’(!chnjcal

issues

of

qreatest.

concern

dre

fuel.

elcm~lll

[?r”(l:;

{tlll/(:tl[:llli

on,

St

ty,

!“l(’xIII(I

The facility requirements
over the intermediate
term
modest extension of the ROVER testing capabilities:

-

(3-10 years)

1-2 Mw flow enthalpy
for fuel characterization
elements.
The method of heating
the hydrogen
option .

- Flow rate of 20g/s H2 at TO > 2700K,
Fours of test time.
- Depleted

uranium

are a

of single fuel
is left as an

PO > 1000 psi.

Up to four

fuel elements.

- Open cycle hot hydrogen
and scrubbing or closed
to remove contaminants,

with flaring of the exhausted
cycle with heat exchanger and

hydrogen
fiitering

In addition
to its primary function, the facility should have laboratory
space for diagnostics
development
and innovative
cancepLs,
as well as
being a user facility
for industry,
Or the ot”ner h~nd, because
of
safety considerations
in the handling
of hot hydrogen,
~his facility
cannot be everything to everybody,

higher operating
temperatures
are zequired
ta achieve
higher
specific
impulse,
accelerated
fuel erosion/corrosion
at tile higher
temperatures
will be a major near to intermediate
term issue.
The
comprehensive
ROVER
Program
testing
included
much full-length
fuel
element testing under changing conditions of ‘omposite material, volume
% uranium,
temperature,
The
exposure
time, and thermal cycling
[61.
standard
method
of measurement
of
erosion/corrosion
was
primarily
,1
of the mass loss of the fuel element.
post-mortem
measurement.
Surface
temperatures
were measured using optical. p;~sometry.
Recent advances in
non-intrusive
diagnostics
will
complement
these
well-established
measu~ements.
lk?ser jr)duccd
Near-term
plans
call
for
use
rf
fluorescence
diagnostics
Lo measure
real time gas evolution
in
the
between the fuel element and the hydrogen
boundary
layer
fl’~w sLre~m,
k“igure 2 shows t ,e gas phase equilibrium
concentrations
of pOL.UrlLidl
volatiles
as a iunction
of temperature
for a ZrC pellet. we will
“be
tcstir.g in the near future,
We are
currently
pursuing
techniques
k.o
measure the rate of evolution
of some of these gases.
A3 the progrdm
develops we will be developing
hydrogen molecule
nnd
aLom diagnotitics
for determining
temperature,
density,
veloc~Ly
and Lhc ciugre(~ of
association
in supersonic flows [7].
Because

5.

HOT

HYDROGEN

B’ACXLITY

are examining alternative
tecklniques in simulating the thermal loads on
the use of Radio
Very
shortly
we will investigate
a fuel element.
Frequency
(RF) inductive
heating of fuel elements
to simulate thermal
we will investigate
combining
RF
loads in a reactor.
Eventually,
induction heating with resistive heating to better simulate the thermal
loads .
6. CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a conceptual design for a facility devoted Lo testing
and characterizing
fuel elements
for the SEI/’Juclear Thermal
Rocket.
reu’~irements
for a testing
Although
the environmel]tal
anti safety
facility of this type are extremely
demanding,
a phased approach
in
sufficient
risk reduction
for
scaling
to large systems
will provide
orderly planning and approval of the design.
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